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OVERVIEW & CHALLENGE

The annual Budget Speech is one of the most anticipated and most commented-on government addresses
in SA. It’s the day the finance minister announces new tax regulations for the year ahead. These not only impact
consumers’ pockets but also businesses’ bottom lines and their HR and payroll processes.
Our challenge was to cut through the noise with useful, relevant and insightful commentary that educated
businesses and consumers on the new laws and positioned Sage spokespeople as experts on tax, compliance
and business.
As the champion for business builders, Sage also wanted to help businesses understand how the
regulations would impact them, while advocating for a more entrepreneur-friendly legal and tax environment
through constructive engagements with government.
The ‘Sage Knows’ 360 degree campaign also aimed to promote Sage’s fully-compliant solutions and to raise
awareness of its Tax Seminars and free tax tools, all united under one call to action: Stay Ahead of the Game,
and all within a shoestring budget of R57,000.

“We’ve run a Tax Year-End campaign for five years in a row and each year we achieve better results.
Having our spokespeople appear in tier 1 media coverage on the State of the Nation address and Budget
Speech, alongside politicians and industry thought leaders is one of my proudest moments – it shows that
we can truly break through the clutter when it’s most difficult.
Tax Year-End is a critical time for Sage, and PR has had a direct impact on business once again. The
team’s ability to integrate with our marketing and social media teams, their creativity and excellent media
relations, and notably, their ability to execute in real-time by listening to live speeches and simultaneously
developing quality content – is what has set us apart once again.
This campaign has become a global best practice at Sage.”
– Christa Botha, Director of Communications, Africa and the Middle East
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Feedback from
the Global
Comms Team!

RESEARCH

-

We knew from previous Budget Speech campaigns that we could secure a greater share of voice if we
started engaging with our target audience before the Speech – about the time of the State of the
Nation Address (SONA). This allowed us to start conversations with our target audiences on issues of
importance to SMEs, and to position Sage as the voice of the business builder.

-

We then conducted desktop research among key media to find out what type of Budget Speech content
would appeal to them, specifically on the topics of payroll and legislation. This was crucial, considering
they would be inundated with comment from heavy-hitting influencers, including banks, economists and
political parties. We wanted to provide commentary, insights and educational content that helped the
media to Stay Ahead of the Game in their coverage of the Speech.

-

All this needed buy-in and commitment from the different Sage business units, key spokespeople and
the global Sage communications team.
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PLANNING

We set key objectives for the campaign. These included:
- Build on Sage’s association with the Budget Speech through educational and relevant content discussing
how the new laws could affect the consumers and businesses’ pockets.
- Position Sage as the voice of the business builder and as a thought leader on tax, accounting, payroll,
legislation and compliance, and drive engagement on these topics among our target audience.
- Leverage media relationships to position Sage spokespeople as experts to business and financial
journalists.
- Promote Sage’s annual Tax Seminars and market its free tax tools.
To achieve these objectives, which involved very different
audiences (SMEs, start-ups, consumers, media, customers,
prospects, business bloggers), we implemented a 360-degree
marketing campaign with an integrated PR and social media
strategy.
The overarching strategy was to approach the Budget Speech
from perspectives that other industry commentators might not
have considered and to deliver our insights through a range of
different content formats, including long-form articles, informative,
real-time tweets, videos, infographics, soundbite videos and
media interviews.
Our approach was to profile three Sage spokespeople – Anton van
Heerden, the then Executive VP and MD of Sage South &
Southern Africa; Rob Cooper, Tax and Legislation Expert; and
Yolandi Esterhuizen, Compliance Manager – as thought leaders
on topics related to tax, compliance and matters affecting small
businesses.
We identified a number of media channels to promote our content:
• Earned – pitched editorial content to business, financial,
consumer and community media (print and online), as well as
business and financial bloggers.
• Paid – through media partnerships with Entrepreneur Magazine
and MyBroadband.
• Owned – promoted our own content and coverage on Sage’s
website, a specially-created Budget Speech micro-site, social
media pages (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter), as well as internal
communication tools, Salesforce Chatter and YourSage.
• Shared – comments posted by consumers on social pages.
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EXECUTION

We spread our campaign across three distinct focus areas: before, during and after the Budget Speech.
Before
-

We started the conversation with our target audiences at the time of the State of the Nation Address
(SONA), two weeks before the Budget Speech. We issued four press releases, focusing on the potential
impact of the SONA and Budget Speech on small businesses and asked pertinent questions around
issues like the minimum wage.

-

We produced five, 90-second videos by Yolandi, who shared
her top 5 predictions for the Budget Speech and set the tone
of the conversation. We produced two versions of each video:
a branded version that we could share on our own channels,
and a non-branded video that we sent to media, which they
could – and did – use freely in their broadcasts. This
approach increased engagement considerably ahead of the
Budget Speech as we were able to share the thought
leadership beyond one-on-one interviews. These were
shared on social media, which.

-

We shared a media desk-drop with tier 1 business
publications, inviting them to interview our spokespeople on
our focus areas of tax, compliance and issues affecting small
businesses. The media gift was a game of Monopoly,
carrying the message: “Stay Ahead of the Game. Sage
Knows what the Budget will mean to your business and how
it will affect your bottom-line.”

-

We pre-scheduled media interviews so that we could provide
journalists with commentary and insight as quickly as
possible.
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On Budget Speech Day
-

The Budget Speech lasts about two hours. That’s a
short window to ensure that Sage’s message landed
and resonated with diverse audiences.

-

Social media played a massive role in our campaign.
We live-tweeted during the Speech, along with
commentary from our spokespeople, and monitored
reaction to tax announcements.
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After
-

Immediately after the Speech, we shared soundbites of commentary with media, to be considered for
their coverage the next morning.

-

We also recorded snackable and shareable videos of Rob discussing the highlights – and lowlights – of
the Speech, which we amplified across social media.

-

We issued three press releases, each focusing on a different angle to the mainstream coverage (e.g. Tax
questions answered).

-

In line with our call to action to ‘Stay Ahead of the Game’, we invited consumers to attend Sage’s Tax
Seminars in March, to learn more about the Speech through Sage’s micro-site, and to instantly calculate
their new tax contributions using Sage’s free tax tool.

-

We created social media-friendly infographics and videos that demystified tax for consumers and helped
to amplify our messages.

Employee engagement
We involved Sage colleagues in the campaign, which helped drive the conversation. This included:
- Weekly updates on internal communication platforms
- Weekly internal mailers
- A prize for the colleague who tweeted/retweeted the most Budget Speech content
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EVALUATION
The Sage Knows campaign was a massive success. Here’s what we could measure:
Criteria for campaign
success
To leverage and continue to
build on Sage’s association
with the annual Budget Speech
by creating awareness and
educating consumers and
businesses on the importance
of the Budget Speech and how
new laws could affect their
pockets and bottom-line.

Measurable criteria
-

Delivered by Idea Engineers

60% of coverage to highlight We delivered a fully integrated PR strategy as part of a 360-degree
the implications of the Budget
marketing campaign for the Budget Speech.
Amplify videos on social with at
- 100% of coverage highlighted the implications of the Budget
least 4000 engagements
Speech
- 5 expert videos provided insight and practical guidance on the
Budget, viewed over 1200 times (organic).
- On Budget Speech day, Twitter conversations organically reached
an audience of 157,368. Total engagements: 8,962
OBJECTIVE MET

To position Sage as the voice
for business builders and as a
thought leader on the topics of
payroll and accounting, and
compliance and legislation.

-

We wanted Sage to be the first
and obvious choice for
businesses looking for taxready payroll and HR solutions
in this critical time.

At least 40 coverage clips (tier
1 titles: 20%)
To be featured by top
broadcast, print and online
business media
Reach: 15 million people

-

96 coverage clips in 3 weeks (~4 articles daily) – all positive and
on-message
Tier 1 coverage: 65%
Over 39.3 million people reached
110% improvement from 2016 activities
AVE : R4.01milion (1:1) representing an ROI of 1:70.
Coverage highlights:
• Featured on IOL, Fin24, EWN, among other high traffic
news websites
• Front page article of The Times included commentary by
Rob Cooper.
• EWN’s interview resulted in an online and digital reach of
over 2.2 million
• Rob’s comments were featured in The Star’s and Letters
and Opinions page on 24 February 2017. Audience reach:
96,029
• eNCA Moneyline aired the videos of Yolandi as interviews
on 3 different days. The videos were also uploaded on the
eNCA site. Audience reach: 2.2 million
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Generate widespread public 60% message inclusion
interest around compliance Secure at least 4 broadcast interviews
and drive high levels of
engagement across online
campaign platforms.

-

Feedback from Sage’s global communications team was that this
campaign set the benchmark for how Budget Speeches should be
covered.
OBJECTIVE EXCEEDED

-

Secured 8 broadcast interviews with top tier media
100% message penetration
Media exposure across print, online and broadcast, with a 65%
news split.
On Budget Speech day, Twitter conversations organically reached
an audience of 157,368. Total engagements: 8,962

-

Leverage media relationships
to position and profile Sage
spokespeople as experts on
the Budget Speech and the tax
implications through one-onone interviews with key
journalists and influencers.
Promote the annual Tax Seminars and market Sage’s free tax tools.

OBJECTIVE EXCEEDED

-

The seminars were sold out, countrywide.
OBJECTIVE EXCEEDED

The Sage Knows campaign exceeded all objectives and expectations set by the client and was our most successful Budget Speech campaign to
date.
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Coverage Highlights:
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